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Trust in chatbots can be shaped by various factors such as humanlikeness in terms of visual appearance and conversational content,
and conversational performance in terms of the chatbot’s ability to avoid conversational breakdown. The literature is inconclusive
concerning the effect of humanlikeness and conversational performance on trust, especially their interaction effect. To examine the
relations among these variables, we conducted a 2x3 (humanlikeness x conversational performance) factorial experiment with 251
participants, who were asked to perform three tasks with a chatbot for an online bank under one of the six conditions. Participants
completed a questionnaire measuring trust and commented on trust factors. Results of between-group analysis showed that for the
task with seeded breakdowns there were significant differences in trust across the six groups with the lowest ratings for the two
groups experiencing breakdowns without repairs and that humanlikeness did not impact the extent to which the trust level changed.
Results of within-group analysis showed significant differences in trust across the tasks but non-significant inter-task correlations
on trust for the two groups. These observations challenge the effect of humanlikeness on trust while supporting the notion of trust
resilience as the participants did not spill the impaired trust over the subsequent task. Thematic analysis showed that inter-group
contrasts could be found for the theme ‘underlying functionality’ and ‘affective responses.’ Implications for research, practice and
future work were drawn.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Chatbots are increasingly offered as a user interface to customer service. Chatbots are software agents that interact with
users through natural language [16] and may, hence, be seen as a supplement to chat-based service offered by human
support personnel. In a Gartner industry report [35], one third of surveyed companies either had chatbots implemented
for customer service already or were planning for this within a year. Furthermore, in early adopting sectors such as
financial services, nearly half of the leading companies have been found to take up chatbots for customer service [53].
Industry reports from the US market suggest that more than one third of customers have engaged with chatbots for
customer service within the retail domain and one fifth within utilities [52], and the chatbot market is predicted to
continue to grow exponentially [43].

This is the accepted version (postprint) of a paper presented at NordiCHI '22. The version of record can be found at 
https://doi.org/10.1145/3546155.3546665.
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In spite of the recent uptake and growth predictions, chatbots are still a relatively novel technology in the context of
customer service. While a substantial proportion of potential chatbot users have already had first-hand experience with
chatbots for customer support purposes, just as many may still have their first chatbot interaction ahead of them. For
the expected future growth of chatbots to be realised, it is important that users in need of customer service can regard
chatbots as a trusted means for providing information and support required [40]. Hence, for chatbot developers and
providers, it is critical to understand the factors that determine user trust.

Trust in information technology has emerged as an area of much research interest [37]. Trust in chatbots entails
particularly interesting research challenges as such trust may be impacted by not only system-oriented aspects like
functionality and reliability, but also the humanlike character of the chatbot [41]. Humanlikeness has been found to be
conducive to trust [45]. In one study, variation in chatbot features to enhance perceptions of anthropomorphism has
been found to be as important to trust as chatbot performance [55]. Furthermore, studies of social robots and cognitive
agents suggest that humanlikeness may be conducive to trust resilience, that is, the ability to maintain user trust in the
face of performance issues [23].

At the same time, studies also suggest that though humanlikeness indeed may have some impact on user experience,
its relevance for trust in current chatbots for customer service may be of far less relevance than, for example, the
chatbot’s expertise and responsiveness [40]. Such suggestions about a lack of actual impact of humanlikeness on trust
in current chatbots for customer service are substantiated by the relative prevalence of conversational breakdowns in
such chatbots [1]. Industry reports have found chatbots’ inconsistency in interpreting and responding appropriately to
user requests to be a main detractor for future use [27].

In this context, practitioners and researchers alike need insight into the relative importance of factors impacting
users’ trust in chatbots. In particular, there is a lack of understanding about the impact of chatbot appearance, in
terms of humanlikeness, relative to that of conversational performance, in terms of the ability to avoid or mitigate
conversational breakdowns on trust. Several open research questions in the literature along this line are:

• Are chatbots’ humanlike features as important for trust as their ability to reliably provide support? Or is trust
dominated by the chatbot’s conversational performance rather than their humanlikeness?

• Does chatbot humanlikeness strengthen trust resilience in the face of performance issues?

These questions motivated us to conduct a 2x3 factorial experiment to investigate the effects of humanlikeness and
conversational performance on trust in chatbots for customer service. Altogether 251 participants were recruited for an
online study where they were asked to interact with one of six chatbot conditions before reporting on their experience
in a questionnaire. The chatbot conditions varied on humanlikeness (yes/no) and conversational performance (no
breakdown / breakdown with repair / breakdown without repair). The dependent variables, gauged by the questionnaire,
included measures of trust and anthropomorphism. Furthermore, participants were asked to give free-text comments
on factors influencing their trust in chatbots for customer service.

The study makes an important contribution to the body of knowledge on factors impacting trust in chatbots
for customer service. Specifically, our study provides insights into the effects of humanlikeness and conversational
performance as well as the interaction between these two factors, complementing and challenging existing studies on
trust resilience. Furthermore, we developed a comprehensive coding scheme to categorize the participants’ qualitative
feedback on their chatbot interaction experiences. The scheme can serve as a useful tool for future chatbot research.
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First, we present relevant background concerning chatbots for
customer service, humanlikeness, conversational performance and trust. We then detail our research hypotheses before
presenting our findings and discussing them. Finally, we discuss implications for theory and practice and point out
relevant future research.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Chatbots for Customer Service

Customer service is an important application domain for chatbots [35], In fact, it is a domain that has seen sustained
growth since the onset of the most recent wave of interest in chatbot research [11, 53]. Chatbots for customer service
are typically set up to answer frequently asked questions by customers [51] and may therefore serve as a first line of
support for companies [21]. In a recent literature review on text-based chatbots, [42] found customer service to be the
most frequently represented application domain in chatbot research, followed by health, e-commerce, and education.

Chatbots for customer service typically resemble text-based chat applications and are made available to users as part
of customer websites with social media or messaging platforms [1]. A range of platforms is available for chatbots for
customer service [44]. The chatbots are typically set up utilising what [38] refers to as statistical data-driven approaches
where user intents are inferred on the basis of underlying AI-based prediction models. Users are typically encouraged
to enter their requests in free text from which the specific user intent is predicted [25]. Based on the predicted user
intent, the chatbot provides the corresponding action, typically sending the user one or more messages conveying
relevant content to their request. Users may then refine the chatbot responses through selecting between predefined
answer alternatives, presented as buttons or quick replies .

The content and prediction models of chatbots for customer service can be relatively complex. For example, [28]
reported on a chatbot in telecom domain including more than 2700 user intents. A public sector chatbot included about
6000 user intents [17]. Correctly predicting user intents among this diversity is challenging and requires continuous
and resource demanding maintenance of the underlying prediction model [56]. At the same time, user interactions with
chatbots for customer service chatbots may be relatively brief.

2.2 Chatbot Humanlikeness

Interactions with chatbots closely resemble interactions with human beings through chat applications. In this paper,
we use the term ‘humanlikeness’ to refer to characteristics in a chatbot and its interactions that resemble those of a
human conversation partner. Furthermore, we refer to users’ perceptions of such humanlikeness as ‘anthropomorphism’.
That is, humanlikeness may be objectively characterised whereas anthropomorphism is subjectively perceived in
the eye of the beholder. In the literature at large, the terms humanlikeness and anthropomorphism are at times used
interchangeably, but we prefer to make an explicit distinction between them.

The humanlikeness of conversational interaction with computers has been found alluring to users, theorists, and
practitioners since the early days of computing [54]. The fascination for chatbot humanlikeness is illustrated in the aim
for chatbots to pass the Turing test [34], as well as the concern for chatbot humanlikeness to trigger what in social
robotics is referred to as the uncanny valley effect [8]. In their review of chatbot research, [42] found that more than a
quarter of the studies had the theme of humanness.

In a review of research on social robots and chatbots, [4] found that design features impact perceptions of anthropo-
morphism, which in turn impact intention to use. Furthermore, they identified that the impact of anthropomorphism
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depends on robot-related mediators (e.g. intelligence), functional mediators (e.g. usefulness), and relational mediators
(e.g. trust). Chatbot design features found to impact humanlikeness and perceptions of anthropomorphism include
conversational style [25], visual representation and initial self-presentation [2, 20], informal language [2], and features
hinting at chatbot intelligence such as backchanneling [20] and conversational relevance [50]. In turn, chatbot human-
likeness influences user perception and behaviour on a range of dimensions, including hedonic user experience [25],
brand perception [2], user sentiment [10], user compliance [1], transaction conversion [48], and intention to use [33].

2.3 Chatbot Conversational Performance

The conversational performance of chatbots for customer service is highly important to chatbot success. By ‘conversa-
tional performance’ we mean the chatbot’s ability to provide relevant and helpful responses to users’ requests. In a
questionnaire survey study with chatbot users, productivity was found to the most frequently reported motivation for
chatbot use [5]. Furthermore, industry reports have noted the importance of efficient and effective access to help for
users’ motivation to engage with chatbots [14], and experiences of being stuck in a conversation without progress or
receiving irrelevant responses have been reported as key factors discouraging for chatbot use [27].

While most conversations with well-crafted chatbots for customer service are likely to entail relevant and helpful
chatbots responses, such conversations may also involve breakdown. Across a small series of case reports, [19]
found chatbots for customer service to provide false positive responses to 14-28 % of user messages and to provide
no help in 16-25% of chatbot conversations, depending on available features for breakdown mitigation. Due to the
complexity in language interaction, troubles in communication and interpretation are prevalent – even among human
conversationalists [49]. Conversational breakdown in chatbots may happen when the chatbot fails to predict any user
intent for the user request or when the chatbot erroneously predicts a user intent not reflecting the actual content of
the user request. The former breakdown typically triggers a fallback response where the chatbot states that it has not
understood and asks the user to rephrase. The latter is considered a false positive response and, while noticeable by the
user, is not discoverable as such by the system unless the user reacts negatively [18].

As conversation is prone to breakdown, conversational repair is a critical capability of any conversationalist – human
or machine [22].[39] described conversational repair as a key conversational UX (user experience) pattern, and different
approaches to conversational repair have been suggested [3]. Arguably, the most prevalent approach to conversational
repair still is the fallback intent where a chatbot expresses failure to understand and invites the users to ask again. In
this study, we address conversational performance as a chatbot’s ability to avoid conversational breakdown and, if
breakdown occurs, to provide efficient mitigating action.

2.4 Trust in Computers and Chatbots

Given the importance of trust for the acceptance and uptake of new technology, trust in computers has evolved as an
area of substantial interest [37]. Trust is typically understood as the willingness of a trustor to “accept vulnerability
based on positive expectations of the intentions or behaviour of the other” [47]. Several models of trust in technology
exist (e.g. [9, 30, 37]). Grounded in a broadly acknowledged model of trust in organisations [36], these models typically
consider trust as determined by a set of underlying factors representing beliefs about the trustworthiness of the trustee.
For example, [37] consider trust to depend on user perceptions of system functionality, helpfulness, and reliability.
That is, trust in technology is considered grounded, at least partly, in a cognitive assessment of the technology and its
applicability for the task at hand.
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Due to the relative novelty of chatbots for many user groups, and the need to understand factors impacting user
uptake of this technology, trust in chatbots has emerged as an area of substantial research interest [31]. Consequently,
the body of knowledge in this area is growing rapidly and recently several literature reviews have addressed trust
in chatbots, conversational agents, and/or social robots as one of their review topics [4, 24, 26, 45]. In their review of
trust-building factors in conversational agents, [45] identified social intelligence, communication style, performance
and humanlikeness as among the factors impacting agent trustworthiness. For the chatbot context, the study by [45] is
however limited as most of the reviewed studies concern interaction with embodied agents. In their review of research
on chatbots and customer loyalty [26] found that chatbot humanlikeness leads to increased trust and adoption, which
contributes to customer loyalty.

As the saying goes, trust is hard earned and easily lost. Resonating this, researchers have investigated factors which
might sustain user trust in the face of unwanted system outcomes. In particular, research on cognitive agents and
social robots has studied how humanlikeness may lead to so-called ‘trust resilience’, that is, upkeep of trust in spite of
undesirable system outcomes [12]. In a series of experiments comparing user trust in traditional computer systems,
humanlike cognitive agents, and human agents, [12] found evidence for such trust resilience in that humanlikeness was
found to provide a buffer against reduced trust due to automation failure. Similarly, in a study of social robots, [23]
found that humanlike design cues can strengthen user trust and positively impact user preference in spite of operation
failure. While the current literature suggests trust in chatbots to be impacted by both conversational performance and
humanlikeness, the relative impact of the two, and possible interaction effects, warrant further research, especially
when the findings of the related studies diverge with regard to the relative effects that these chatbot characteristics may
have (e.g., [40, 55]).

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Instruments

3.1.1 Chatbot design. A bespoke chatbot for customer service representing a fictitious customer bank called Boost
Bank was developed for our empirical studies. The chatbot was developed using a dedicated platform for virtual agents
(https://www.boost.ai/product/platform) where user messages are processed by an AI-based intent prediction model.

Fig. 1. The instruction page of the chatbot (left). The introduction with a non-humanlike icon (middle) and a humanlike avatar (right).
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The chatbot was morphed into six variants differentiated by two factors: humanlikeness and conversational per-
formance. Humanlikeness was operationalized in terms of icon cues in chatbot appearance and conversational style
(Section 2.2). Specifically, the humanlike chatbot, in contrast to the non-humanlike chatbot, had a humanlike avatar
image [20], presented itself with a human name [2, 20], and an informal conversational style [2] including greetings
and pleasantries. as well as first and second person pronouns. Conversational performance was operationalized in
terms of the presence (or absence) of breakdown and repair (Section 2.3) for one of three tasks. Breakdown and repair
followed the ‘repeat’ pattern of [3] where breakdown involved the chatbot failing to understand the user request and
asking the user to reformulate, and repair entailed the chatbot’s understanding of the users’ reformulated request to
provide a relevant response. Each variant was evaluated by different groups of participants (Section 3.3).

Figure 1 displays the general instruction page and the introductory lines that users see after they click a non-
humanlike icon or a humanlike avatar. Table 1 shows the dialogues under the different conditions. Specifically, the last
three rows show how the chatbot responds to a communication breakdown where it does not understand the user’s
request with repair or without repair.

The chatbot was designed to handle three tasks in a fixed sequence: ‘Loan interest rates’; ‘How to apply for a loan’;
‘Bank advisor appointment’. Each task corresponded to a specific intent in the chatbot intent prediction model and
associated with a set of actions in the chatbot. The specific intents and actions were based on a generic intent prediction
model for customer service in consumer banking but with content and training data adapted for the purposes of this
study. In designing the experiment, we injected the breakdown in the second task. Under the ‘with repair’ condition,
after the user makes the second attempt the conversation continues onto the second task with a relevant response.
Under the ‘no repair’ condition, the second task is left incomplete irrespective of the number of attempts. After that,
the third task is launched when the user enters the related request.

3.1.2 Questionnaires. A questionnaire with items adapted from the related work on measuring user trust of different
aspects and another one with homegrown items for demographic data were employed for this study. Each item, where
applicable, is measured with a 7-point Likert scale with 1 (Strongly disagree) and 7 (Strongly agreed).

Trust General (TG). : It consists of three items adapted from [30]: (TG1) When in need of customer service, I feel I
can depend on the chatbot; (TG2) I can always rely on the chatbot to provide good customer service; (TG3) I feel I can
count on the chatbot for my customer service needs.

Task-specific Trust (TT): It consists of three items adapted from [30]: (TTi1) Considering the support I received from
the chatbot on [task], I feel I can depend on it; (TTi2) I can rely on the support provided by the chatbot on [task]; (TTi3)
I feel I can count on the chatbot for my questions on [task], where the [task] is substituted by the task-specific terms
and i = 1, 2 or 3. These close-ended items are followed by an open-ended free-text one with the instruction “In the
chatbot you just used, what is most important for you to trust its information and advice? (Please, answer in your own
words, at least 15 words)”

Trusting Belief Reliability (TBR): It consists of three items: (TBR1) The chatbot is a very reliable solution; (TBR2) The
chatbot will not fail its users; (TBR3) The chatbot is extremely dependable. They are adapted from [30] who identify
five other constructs of trusting beliefs. But they are not included here to optimise the length of the questionnaire,
mitigating the risk of fatigue effect. Reliability is deemed most relevant for our study.

Perceived Anthropomorphism (PA): Three pairs of contrasting adjectives (adapted from [2]) are presented with a
7-point semantic differential scale: Machine-like vs. Humanlike; Unnatural vs. Natural; Artificial vs. Lifelike.
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Table 1. Dialogues of the chatbot under different conditions

Humanlike Non-humanlike

Chatbot: Hi. I am Robin, your customer service representa-
tive at Boost Bank. How may I help you today?

Chatbot: This is the automated customer service agent at
Boost Bank. Enter your request below.

User: loan interest rate User: Loan interest rate
Chatbot: I am happy to help you with loan interest rates. At
Boost Bank we are proud/happy to offer competitive interest
rates. Which type of loan are you interested in?

• Home
• Vehicle
• Flexible

Chatbot: Boost Bank offers competitive loan interest rates.
For information, select one of the following.

• Home
• Vehicle
• Flexible

User: [Clicks button] User: [Clicks button]
Chatbot: Thank you. Let me give you a brief overview of
our Home / Vehicle / Flexible loan interest rates:

• If the loan is for 70% of the total value or less, you
get our best interest rate of 3%

• If the loan is for more than 70% of the total value,
interest rates are slightly higher at 4%

Chatbot: Home / Vehicle / Flexible loan interest rates are as
follows:

• Loans less than or equal to 70% of total value: interest
rate 3%

• Loans greater than 70% of the total value: interest
rate 4%

User: How do I apply for a loan? User: How do I apply for a loan?
Chatbot: Here at Boost Bank, we make loan applications
fast and easy. In the near future, you will even be able to
apply for loans right here in the chat. For now, you can send
in your loan application by getting in touch with one of our
friendly bank advisors.

Chatbot: Loan application is fast and easy. In the near future
this can be done in the chat. Currently, loan applications are
to be submitted via a bank advisor.

User: Contact bank advisor User: Contact bank advisor
Chatbot: I would love to help you get in touch with one of
our advisors. For which area do you need advice?

• Banking
• Loans
• Insurance

Chatbot: For appointment with bank advisor, select the rel-
evant area of advice

• Banking
• Loans
• Insurance

User: [Clicks button] User: [Clicks button]
Chatbot: Thank you for making the selection. I have now
registered your request for an appointment with one of our
advisors. Have a great meeting!

Chatbot: The request for an appointment with a bank advi-
sor is now registered.

If chatbot does not understand If chatbot does not understand
Chatbot: I am sorry that I was not able to understand your
question. You may try to ask again using slightly different
words. Please keep questions brief and to the point.

Chatbot: Request not identified. Consider entering the re-
quest in other words. Requests should be brief and concise.

If chatbot understands the second time (with repair) If chatbot understands the second time (with repair)
the regular conversation on “Apply for a loan” the regular conversation on “Apply for a loan”

If chatbot does not understand – second time (No re-
pair)

If chatbot does not understand – second time (No re-
pair)

Chatbot: I am sorry, but it seems that I am not able to help
you with this question. Is there anything else I can help you
with?

Chatbot: Unable to respond to request. A new request may
be entered.
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Social Presence: It comprises four items adapted from [29]: (SP1) I felt like I was engaged in an active dialogue with
the chatbot; (SP2) My interaction with the chatbot felt like a back-and forth conversation; (SP3) I felt as if the chatbot
and I were involved in a mutual task; (SP4) The chatbot was efficient in responding to my activities.

Previous chatbot usage: All these items are homegrown. Previous experience with chatbots for customer service:
(EXP1) I frequently use chatbots for customer service; (EXP2) I use chatbots for customer service when this is provided
as a service alternative; (EXP3) I have used chatbots for customer service for a long time. General satisfaction with such
chatbots: (GSAT1) Chatbots for customer service typically provide good help; (GSAT2) In general, chatbots for customer
service are an efficient way to get support; (GSAT3) I usually find chatbots for customer service pleasant to use.

Demographics: Age (free text); Gender (three options); Country of residence (free text); Education (three options)
In summary, the total number of close-ended items is 32, and three open-ended (free text) questions.

3.2 Participants

Altogether 251 participants were recruited via the crowdsourcing platform Prolific. Among them, 178 were female, 69
male and 4 preferred not to say. For country of residence, the distribution was: 128 UK, 106 US, 5 Canada, 5 Ireland, 4
South Africa, and 1 from Australia, Hungary and Mexico each. Majority (n=226) had higher education level and the
rest had high school level. The average age was 35.7 years old (SD=12.1, range: 18-68). Each participant was randomly
assigned to one of the six groups and given a unique code to log into the website where they carried out the tasks with
the chatbot (Figure 1). On the cover page, participants were informed about the study’s tasks, that data collection was
fully anonymous, that data would be used for research purposes, and that they would agree to participate and enter the
study by clicking the ‘next’ button. On average, they spent 5.8 minutes (SD= 4.0, range= 2,8-23,9) in completing the
three tasks.

3.3 Research Hypothesis

The study employed a 2x3 factorial experimental design with two independent variables (IVs). IV1: Humanlikeness
(two levels) and IV2: Conversational Performance (three levels) (Table 2).

Dependent variables (DVs) are self-reported measures with different instruments (Section 3.1.2). Ten null hypotheses
are formulated following the conventional statistical approach. The main effect of each IV and their interaction effect
(between-subject) on the trust ratings are examined in H1-H5 and on the non-trust qualities in H8-H9. H6 examines
(within-subject) whether the participants in each Group rate the trust differently across the three tasks. H7 examines
how the trust ratings are related. H10 examines how the past chatbot experiences account for the variance of trust in
the chatbot of this study.

Table 2. Six variations of the dedicated chatbot for customer service

IV1 / IV2 No breakdown (n=77) Breakdown with Repair
(n=85)

Breakdown without Repair
(n=89)

Humanlike (n=121) Group 1 (n=39) Group 2 (n=40) Group 3 (n=42)
Non-humanlike (n=130) Group 4 (n=38) Group 5 (n=45) Group 6 (n=47)
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H1 There are no significant differences in general trust (TG) in the chatbot across the six conditions.
H2 There are no significant differences in the rating of trust in the chatbot on the first task of loan interest (TT1) across the

six conditions.
H3 There are no significant differences in the rating of trust in the chatbot on the second task of applying for a loan (TT2)

across the six conditions.
H4 There are no significant differences in the rating of trust in the chatbot on the third task of booking an advisor appointment

(TT3) across the six conditions.
H5 There are no significant differences in the rating of trusting belief reliability (TBR) in the chatbot across the six chatbot

conditions.
H6 There are no significant differences in trust in the chatbot across TT1, TT2 and TT3 under each of the six conditions.
H7 There are no significant correlations among the five measures of trust - TG, TT1, TT2, TT3 and TBR – for the whole

sample and per group.
H8 There are no significant differences in the rating of perceived anthropomorphism (PA) of the chatbot across the six

conditions.
H9 There are no significant differences in the rating of social presence (SP) of the chatbot across the six conditions.
H10 There are no significant effects of the past use experience (EXP) and past general satisfaction (GSAT) with chatbots for

customer service on the general trust (TG) in the chatbot for this study.

4 RESULTS

In this section, first we report on the findings based on quantitative data, which are analysed with statistical methods to
verify the ten hypotheses. Then we present the findings based on qualitative data, which are analysed with thematic
analysis, leading to a coding scheme with nine themes/subthemes.

4.1 Quantitative Data Analysis

The instruments employed (Section 3.1.2) consist of three to four items, which are assumed to measure the same latent
variable. To verify the assumptions, we performed the reliability tests for nine variables (Table 3). Results show that all
Cronbach’s alphas are 0.9 or above (except EXP), and the inter-item correlations were generally high. Overall, it was
justifiable to use the average scores for verifying the hypotheses of the study.

Table 3. Results of the reliability tests for nine self-reported variables

Variable TG TT1 TT2 TT3 TBR PA SP EXP GSAT

Nr. items 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 3 3
Cronbach’s 𝛼 0.96 0.95 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.93 0.90 0.89 0.94
Inter-item correlation 0.87-0.92 0.87-0.89 0.93-0.97 0.88-0.93 0.81-0.87 0.78-0.83 0.57-0.79 0.65-0.8 0.8-0.9

In addition, normality tests were applied to the data broken down by the six groups. Results of Shapiro-Wilk tests
show mixed observations. For six variables, at least three out of the six groups were normally distributed, e.g., for
SP all except Group 1 were normally distributed. In contrast, none of the six groups for TT1 and TT3 were normally
distributed whereas two groups for TT2 were. Given these inconsistent patterns, we performed both parametric and
non-parametric tests to ensure consistent conclusions would be drawn. In the case of convergent results, we would
report the statistical results of the parametric tests only; otherwise, we would report both.

Descriptive statistics of the nine variables broken down by groups are shown in Table 4, which are also displayed
graphically to illustrate the changes (Figure 2).
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The six mnemonic group labels denote the combinations of the levels of the two IVs: Group 1,HYBN (Humanlikeness
Yes, Breakdown No); Group 2, HYBYRY (Humanlikeness Yes, Breakdown Yes, Repair Yes) and so on. The overall
trust levels (N=251) as measured by TG (mean = 4.31, SD =1.56) and TBR (mean = 4.1, SD = 1.55) were modest and could
even be considered as neutral.

Table 4. Means and SD (in brackets) of the nine variables for the six experimental groups

Group TG TT1 TT2 TT3 TBR PA SP EXP GSAT

1: HYBN 5.32 (0.23) 5.98 (0.87) 5.64 (1.30) 5.61 (1.37) 5.09 (1.41) 4.35 (1.54) 5.11 (1.74) 5.06 (1.56) 5.07 (1.49)
2: HYBYRY 4.84 (1.57) 5.37 (1.20) 4.88 (1.22) 5.38 (1.25) 4.47 (1.13) 3.53 (1.29) 4.30 (1.48) 4.23 (1.56) 4.18 (1.56)
3: HYBYRN 3.46 (0.25) 5.83 (1.29) 1.40 (1.14) 5.21 (1.82) 3.37 (1.57) 2.92 (1.30) 3.55 (1.51) 4.72 (1.44) 4.35 (1.59)
4: HNBN 4.72 (0.23) 5.24 (1.68) 4.77 (1.72) 5.23 (1.54) 4.49 (1.50) 3.18 (1.48) 4.27 (1.51) 4.31 (1.74) 4.28 (1.71)
5: HNBYRY 4.59 (0.22) 5.32 (1.29) 4.55 (1.64) 5.32 (1.30) 4.43 (1.51) 3.09 (1.24) 4.04 (1.40) 4.14 (1.77) 4.39 (1.51)
6: HNBYRN 3.29 (0.16) 5.16 (1.34) 1.33 (0.79) 5.06 (1.41) 3.00 (1.10) 2.57 (1.27) 3.19 (1.21) 3.97 (1.48) 4.06 (1.65)

In Figure 2a, the notable drops in TG (dotted lines) and, to a larger extent, in TT2 for Group 3: HYBYRN (green) and
Group 6: HNBYRN (orange) were consistent with the expectation that no repair for the breakdown undermined the
participants’ trust in the chatbot.

Nonetheless, the trust for TT1 and TT3 seemed comparable across the six groups; there seemed no “spill over” effect
from the negative experience and impaired trust by no repair. Participants summarized the overall trust (TG) after
completing the three tasks with the chatbot, and they could remain task-focused when evaluating trust based on the
respective experience for the individual task. A similar but less contrasting trend could be observed for TBR, which
were also lowest in Group 3 and Group 6 (green and orange, respectively, Figure 2b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Task-specific trust and general trust per group; (b) Measures per group: trusting belief reliability (TBR), perceived
anthropomorphism (PA), social presence (SP), past chatbots usage experience (EXP) and general satisfaction (GSAT) with chatbots in
the past.

As explained in Section 4.1, both parametric and non-parametric tests were performed. As the results of both types of
tests converged to the same conclusion to accept/reject the null hypotheses, we do not report non-parametric statistics
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here. Specifically, two-way ANOVA was applied for verifying H1-H5, H8 and H9 (Table 5). Post hoc Tukey’s tests were
run for IV2; only those levels (Level 1: No Breakdown; Level 2: Breakdown with Repair; Level 3: Breakdown without
Repair) with significant differences are reported here for brevity’s sake.

Table 5. Inferential statistical results of two-way ANOVA

TG TT1 TT2 TT3 TBR PA SP

Humanlikeness F(1,245) 4.617 8.802 2.902 1.149 3.629 14.781 6.740
p .033 .003 .096 .285 .058 <.001 .01
[ .018 .035 .025 .015 .015 .057 .027

Conversational performance F(1,245) 36.98 0.87 210.91 0.840 31.89 11.87 17.05
p <.001 .422 <.001 .433 <.001 <.001 <.001
[ .23 .007 .63 .007 .21 .09 .12

Level 1:2 t(160) - - 2.12 - - - -p .042
Level 2:3 t(172) 6.85 - 17.81 - 6.250 - 3.787

p <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001
Level 1:3 t(164) 7.71 - 19.22 - 7.387 4.61 5.674

p <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001
Interaction effect F(1,245) .437 1.740 1.904 0.247 0.859 2.156 0.870

p .647 .178 .151 .781 .425 .118 .42
[ .004 .014 .015 .002 .007 .017 .007

Hypotheses H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H8 H9
Significant statistics and (subsequently) rejected null hypotheses are in boldface

There was no significant interaction effect for any of the variables. IV1 and IV2 had significant effects on PA and SP;
they shaped the perceived humanness and engagement of the chatbot, which in turn could contribute to the overall
trust. For TT1, only IV1 had a significant effect. Perhaps since this task was simple and smooth for all participants, who
might then focus on the appearance and conversational style rather than performance of the chatbot. In contrast, for
TT2 with breakdown and repair for some participants, the performance issue became more salient and IV2’s effect
became significant. For TT3, after experiencing the two previous tasks, participants might become less sensitive to the
chatbot’s features; none of the main effects was significant.

For H6, we applied mixed factorial ANOVA with Task being within-subject factor and ExpGroup (experimental
group) being between-subject factor. Results show that the main effect of Task (F(2,490)=240.49, p<.001, [=.495) and of
ExpGroup (F(5,245) =17.31, p<.001, [= .26) and the interaction effect (F(10,490)=50.80, p<.001, [ =.51) were significant.
The trust ratings TT2 varied more notably with groups than the other trust ratings did (Figure 2a).

For H7, bivariate correlations were computed. All five trust ratings (TG, TT1, TT2, TT3 and TBR) were highly
correlated to each other for the whole sample (N = 251, p<.001) with the range of Pearson coefficient r = 0.32 (TT1 -TT2)
to r = 0.88 (TG-TBR), p<.01. However, when breaking down in groups, for both Group 3 and Group 6, the correlations
between TT1 and TT2 (r = .21; r = .11) and of between TT2 and TT3 (r =.28, r =-.02) were insignificant (p>.05). These
findings suggest that participants of the two groups rated the trust for the three tasks independently. As the experiences
with the tasks were contrasting, the participants were able to distinguish and rate them accordingly.

For H10, we applied linear regression with EXP and GSAT being predictors and TG the criterion. Results show
that EXP was not a significant predictor but GSAT was (F(1, 249) = 132.6, p<.001, R2 = 0.374, ß = .574), suggesting the
experiential transfer across context.
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In summary, nine of the ten null hypotheses were rejected: fully (both main effects were significant for H1, H6, H8
and H9) or partially (one main effect was significant in the case of H2, H3, H5; most correlations were significant for
H6; one predictor was significant for H10). H4 was the only null hypothesis that was not rejected.

4.2 Qualitative Data Analysis

All 251 participants answered the open-ended question on the factors influencing their trust in chatbots for customer
service (Section 3.1.2). The length varied from 2 to 116 words (Mean = 30.94, SD = 18.55). The answers were analysed
with the thematic analysis approach [6]. A hierarchical coding scheme (Appendix A) was developed by two researchers,
who were experienced in qualitative data analysis and chatbot research. At the highest level, the answers are clustered
into two types of quality: Informational and Interactional. The former is divided into two themes - the Process of
generating responses and the Attribute of such responses as well as the Style of delivering them, whereas the latter is
divided into three themes - Affective (i.e. user emotional experience), Cognitive (i.e. system performance) and Privacy.
The themes Process and Style & Attribute are further divided into four and two subthemes, respectively. No subthemes
are under the three Interactional themes.

Each theme or subtheme is instantiated with a set of representative concepts (NB: ‘Nature of Information’ and
‘Cognitive’ have more than one set of concepts, which are placed within a blue box). Each set is tallied per experimental
group. Taking the theme ‘Underlying Functionality’ as an example, concepts related to ‘automation algorithms’ are
mentioned 4, 3, 14, 1, 5, and 25 times in Group 1-6, respectively, amounting to a total frequency of 54. An intriguing
pattern is observed here: Group 3 and Group 6, who experienced breakdowns without repair and seemed stimulated to
comment on the mechanisms, had a higher frequency of 14 and 25 as compared to only once in Group 4 (no breakdown).
A similar pattern is detected in ‘Nature of Task’ (2, 1, 10, 5, 6,11); Group 3 and Group 6 commented on ‘scope of enquiry’
more often than the other groups. These two groups also tended to express less positive affect (e.g. zero for Group 3) and
more negative ones (e.g. six for Group 6), albeit the contrasts were less sharp; the total frequency of the theme ‘Affective’
was modest. For the other themes/subthemes, no distinct patterns could be identified. In Table 6, each (sub)theme is
described and illustrated with sample quotes.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 ResearchQuestions Revisited

As mentioned in Introduction (Section 1), the research work presented in this paper has been motivated by several
open questions, which we revisit here based on the analysis results of the empirical data collected (Section 4).

Are chatbots’ humanlike features as important for trust as their ability to reliably provide support? Is trust in chatbots

for customer service dominated by their conversational performance rather than their humanlikeness? No. We only saw
significantly higher trust levels for humanlike chatbots (N=121, Mean = 5.73, SD = 1.16) compared to non-humanlike
chatbots (N = 130, Mean = 5.24, SD = 1.42) (t(349) = 2.97, p<.05) in TT1: participants’ first encounter with the chatbot
without any conversational performance issue. However, as soon as participants ran into conversational performance
issues in TT2, humanlikeness became nonsignificant (Humanlike: N=121, Mean = 3.92, SD=2.23; Non-humanlike: N =
130, Mean = 3.45, SD=2.13; t(349) = 1.704, p>.05). Even when the conversational performance was restored in TT3, the
humanlikeness remained nonsignificant, which might be attributed to the users’ reduced sensitivity to the chatbot’s
look and tone, even after only two short interaction episodes.
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Table 6. Descriptions of nine (sub)themes with the total frequency of representative concepts in brackets and sample quotes cited
with the participant identifier: G(one-digit group number, 2-digit serial number)

(Sub)Theme Description Sample quotes

Underlying functionality
(54)

Analysing the chatbot per-
formance with regard to al-
gorithms and other techni-
cal mechanisms.

Automated features should be able to pick up what I want from a variety
of input. (G629) I don’t trust chatbot because if you enter something
not inside his algorithm the chatbot doesn’t understand. (G623)

(Mis-) Understanding (67) The capacity of the chatbot
to understand the requests,
and the effect on trust if it
doesn’t.

I tried phrasing it many different ways and it just didn’t understand the
request. A better-functioning chatbot would gain more trust. (G608) I
think the most important is the chatbot being able to understand the
task I am asking for (G407)

Legitimacy (47) The accuracy of the chat-
bot responses is verifiable
via external resources, in-
cluding people.

I would trust a chatbot like this if i knew it was from the legitimate
website of my bank (G642) Accurate and descriptive information with
the option to speak to a real person to confirm and clarify details (G418)

Nature of Task (35) Trust is impacted by the
complexity of the task to
be handled by the chatbot.

I trust the answers to simple questions, such as the ones that were asked,
but am hesitant about more complex questions. (G223) The chatbot can
give me basics like rates, and I would trust that info, but I still felt I
needed to talk to a real person to apply. To apply by chatbot makes me
a bit uncomfortable (G126)

Conversational Style (50) The way the chatbot de-
livers information, such as
follow-up questions, gram-
mar, the overall tone.

The information being clear and concise. The tone being helpful and
friendly inspires confidence. (G117) For me to trust its information and
advice I would need it to speak in a professional, although ideally not
robotic, manner. (G603)

Nature of Information
(147)

The characteristics of the
information given by the
chatbot (e.g. clear, accu-
rate).

It is important to me that a chatbot is straight to the point and provides
detailed information, this makes it seem more reliable and trustworthy.
(G104) That the chatbot provides reliable, accurate, precise information.
(G229)

Affective (34) Users’ positive or negative
experiential responses to
chatbot interactions.

The most important thing would be for the chatbot to be more warm
and friendly. (G412) It was a fast chat service, I’m happy.(G114)

Cognitive (56) User perception of the
chatbot performance (e.g.
speed, ease of use).

Using a simple and effective way to communicate with me. also un-
derstanding my language in a fast and effective manner. (G339) It was
simple and easy to use. The chatbot seemed genuine and friendly. (G535)

Privacy (13) Whether the chat content
is secured and private.

It’s important to me to know the chat is encrypted. (G417) I would like
to know that my private information is protected.(G606)

Moreover, as can be seen in Table 5, the main effect of Humanlikeness was significant for four of the seven variables
whereas the main effect of Conversational Performance was significant for five of them. Additionally, in the cases
when both IVs were significant, the effect size of Conversational Performance was consistently higher than that of
Humanlikeness. Furthermore, it was found that the perceived reliability (TBR) of the chatbot was not influenced
significantly by the chatbot’s humanlikeness (Humanlike: N=121, Mean = 4.29, SD = 1.55; Non-humanlike: N=130, Mean
=3.93, SD = 1.53; t(349) = 1.81, p>,05).

This suggests that the conversational performance seems the decisive factor for both trust and TBR, contrasting
earlier findings [23, 41, 45, 55]. We speculate that our operationalisation of humanlikeness may be one reason for this
difference. For example, our humanlike interactions were short and not embodied, in contrast to the setup in [23],
potentially weakening the impact of humanlikeness. Additionally, our participants’ orientation towards the chatbot
may have played a role. People typically have a more relational or utilitarian orientation towards any entity: essentially
relating to whether you care mostly for the service provider or rather the service itself [46].
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In our experiment, participants engaged with an unknown chatbot working for a fictitious bank, doing little to
stimulate a relational orientation. From this stance, it makes sense that our participants cared little about the way that
the chatbot approached them and that it mattered much more whether it was able to help them complete their assigned
tasks, matching other work relating people’s orientation to the way they experience interactions with a robot [32].

Does chatbot humanlikeness strengthen trust resilience in the face of performance issues? No. There were significant
differences in task-specific trust across the three tasks (H6). However, there was no interaction effect between the two
IVs – Humanlikeness and Conversational Performance (Table 5). In other words, each IV exerted its effect on trust in
the chatbot independently, and humanlikeness did not impact the effect of conversational performance on trust in case
of a breakdown.

This becomes even clearer from the post hoc Tukey’s tests: these showed that the difference in trust ratings between
TT2 (breakdown) and TT3 (no breakdown) were nonsignificant between Group 3 (humanlike, breakdown with no
repair) and Group 6 (non-humanlike, breakdown with no repair). Moreover, for both groups, there was a notable increase
of trust from TT2 to TT3 (Figure 2a), but the magnitude was comparable, suggesting that the humanlikeness (Group 3)
did not strengthen trust resilience. Furthermore, the nonsignificant pairwise correlations TT1-TT2 and TT2-TT3 for
Group 3 and Group 6 (H7) suggest trust resilience, which seems independent of the effect of humanlikeness.

5.2 Practical Implications

From an industry point of view, these results carry some important practical implications. First, it provides solid evidence
to look beyond humanlikeness when creating or improving trust in chatbots. It may feel like an intuitive step to “simply
make the bot more humanlike” in order to improve trust, but our results show that this may be a misguided effort.
There may be good reasons to dedicate time to make a chatbot more humanlike. For example, humanlike elements
like pronouns, greetings or even jokes and emoji may be necessary to make sure that the conversations are consistent
or that the replies fit in with the general personality that the chatbot is supposed to have [13]. Alternatively, if the
goal is to improve hedonic experiences when people chat with the bot, adding humanlikeness may also be a good
way to spend one’s time [25]. However, it is crucial that teams working with chatbots understand that it will not
necessarily lead to higher trust in end-users, nor that it will help their bot become more trust resilient in the face of
conversational breakdown. This knowledge enables chatbot teams to be critical about when humanlikeness is beneficial
to their problem or question at hand - and when it is not.

Conversations will inherently break down at one point or another, same with chatbots as it is for conversations
between humans [22]. This means that the opportunity for repair will inevitably show itself for every chatbot out there.
Based on our results, missing this opportunity will clearly be costly in terms of trust. Hence, chatbot teams need to
spend time and resources implementing and thinking about conversational repair. In our setup, repair was enacted
through a generic fallback message: the chatbot acknowledged its inability to understand and asked participants to
please repeat their inquiry again, phrased differently. Therefore, thinking about the exact phrasing of these fallback
messages is important: how do you want to ask people to repeat themselves? How often will you allow the chatbot to
fail before it “gives up”? What options are available in case the chatbot really is unable to help the user?
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5.3 Limitations and Future Studies

From our results, it would seem that any repair is better than no repair. However, it needs to be noted that our repair
was always successful: the chatbot’s replies were programmed in such a way that it would give the appropriate response
after users tried reformulating once. In real life situations, it is likely that repair will at times be unsuccessful. Future
work should investigate the impact on trust of unsuccessful repair and potentially find ways to mitigate it.

Second, there is likely to be a trade-off between trying to prevent breakdown and conversational efficiency [19]. Our
results may suggest that chatbot teams should aim to reduce the chance of breakdown as much as possible. Although
one way to do that would be to improve the chatbot’s model to increase prediction accuracy, another approach would be
by only allowing button replies, limiting the user’s free input and thereby reducing the chance of breakdown. Although
there could be benefits in doing so [25], it may also lead to inefficient conversations where users need to click through
a dialogue that is much more tedious than letting them phrase their inquiry directly. Knowing where on this trade-off
the optimal point lies would be invaluable for any team working with chatbots.

Third, while our findings clearly indicate that chatbot humanlikeness is of lesser importance to trust than con-
versational performance and that is it does not entail significant trust resilience, it is important to be aware that
humanlikeness may be obtained by a range of design cues. Possibly, other design cues, such as cues providing a stronger
sense of conversational intelligence (e.g. [50]) or embodied emotions [23] could have led to a more substantial impact
of humanlikeness. Furthermore, the relative simple tasks and interactions involved in the experiment may represent
a limitation. While generic responses to user frequent questions, similar to those in the experiment, is a prevalent
use-case in chatbot for customer service , tasks involving more complex goals and longer interactions may potentially
yield different results. Future research is needed to investigate the possible impact of nuances in cues for humanlikeness
as well as task and interaction complexity.

Fourth, the order of the tasks may have also influenced our results: there may be spill-over effects between the
subsequent tasks that our setup does not allow us to isolate. To illustrate, participants in the no-repair condition are
likely to have been influenced by the unsuccessful repair in Task 2 when they were asked to assess their trust in the
chatbot to help them with Task 3. Despite our phrasing of the task specific trust measurement, which tried to be focused
on the task at hand instead of the chatbot in general, it would be difficult for any participant to isolate their recent
previous experience when answering. Interestingly, we observe that the task specific trust levels in Task 3 return to
levels comparable to Task 1 - even in the no-repair condition, and regardless of whether the chatbot was humanlike or
not. Future studies should aim to isolate and study these spill-over effects and the extent to which trust can “bounce
back” after a conversational breakdown.

Fifth, there is little known work on the longitudinal development of trust in chatbots. Our results show that, by Task
3, none of our conditions had a significant effect any longer on the task-specific trust measurement. This could mean
that users’ trust in chatbots is settled within three short interactions.

Last, our qualitative results indicate that the nature of the task forms an important aspect in determining trust in the
chatbot. Depending on the task, users may place different requirements on the chatbot to trust it. For example, we saw
that users asked for ways to assess legitimacy of the answers when they asked for interest rates, or for confirmation
when the chatbot made an appointment for them. Moreover, participants explicitly referred to some inquiries as simple
and others as complex. This alludes to some kind of scale where simple questions are meant for chatbots and complex
ones for humans, and where trust in chatbots is lost as soon as the chatbot cannot answer the simple kind.
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As of now, there is no work that categorises the different (aspects of the) tasks that users may execute with chatbots.
Future work should aim to close this gap in knowledge.

6 CONCLUSION

Chatbots are increasingly used in many different sectors of life. Online banking as a common and critical customer
service can benefit from this burgeoning technology. While the bank used for our study is fictitious, the scenarios
selected are representative of real-life use cases for chatbots in this context. Hence, insights gained from our empirical
results can have practical implications for the design of such chatbots in industry (Section 5.2).

Among others, one intriguing implication is the utility and desirability of making autonomous AI-infused systems,
including chatbots, humanlike. The chatbot’s humanlike appearance and conversational style seem expendable; their
absence may reduce trust but not to a profound extent. What determines a user to trust a chatbot seems essentially its
demonstrated ability to give an accurate response to a request quickly, without requiring extra effort from the user (e.g.
repeating or rephrasing the request), as indicated by our qualitative data (Section 4.2). In fact, our findings suggest that
humanlikeness cannot enhance trust resilience (Section 4.1). Users seem able to ‘forget’ the damaged trust caused by
breakdowns without repair and ‘renew’ their trust to the level close to that at the initial interaction with the chatbot
when everything proceeds smoothly. These observations stimulate us to examine the issue about the relation between
trust and emotion (positive and negative affective responses) (cf. Figure 3), which should not be conflated. There exist
some empirical findings, albeit limited, which indicate that positive emotions can enhance trust whereas negative
emotions undermine it (e.g. [15]). Future research on trust in chatbots should provide more empirical evidence to this
issue.

Another challenge in the research area of trust in AI-infused systems is the measurement of trust. In our study,
we adopted existing questionnaires on trust with established psychometric properties. Nonetheless, we are aware of
the inherent limitations of using questionnaires as a research method. Ongoing work on developing viable and valid
approaches to measuring trust (e.g. multisensory data) may advance our understanding of different factors shaping trust
in chatbots (e.g. [7]). Overall, the research, design and application of chatbot are still facing a number of challenges [16].
The work presented in this paper contributes to the body of knowledge that helps resolve some of these challenges.
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